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When a direct current bias is applied to a multicrystalline
barium titanate ceramic, an alternating voltage can excite
resonances in the ceramic. Four modes of motion have been
excited —a longitudinal mode at right angles to the applied
field, a radial mode of a circular plate at right angles to the
applied field, a thickness longitudinal mode, and a thickness
shear mode. The first three are excited when the a.c. field
is applied in the same direction as the d.c.polarization, but
the fourth is excited when the a.c. field is at right angles
to the d.c. polarization. The amount of motion is larger
than in magnetostrictive materials, and it appears that
barium titanate may be an important electromechanical
transducing element.

All of these modes can be accounted for on the basis of
a second-order electrostrictive eHect. Tw o electrostrictive
constants are involved and these have been evaluated as

Qig = —2.15 )& 10 "(cm'/{statcoulombs)');
Qu=+6. 9X10 's(cm'/(ststcoulombs)').

Using these constants, the measured electromechanical
coupling factors for the four modes are evaluated, and
these compare well with the calcuIated values.

A theoretical explanation of this effect is given which

depends on the fact that when a given domain becomes
ferro-electric it loses its cubic structure and becomes tetra-
gonal. In this process it expands one percent along the
tetragonal axis and contracts one-half percent along the
other two axes. In the ceramic piece all directions for the
tetragonal axis are equally probable, but an applied field

can cause the domains in the direction of the fieM to grow
at the expense of domains perpendicular to the field, This
growth is accompanied by an increase in the thickness of
the crystal and a decrease in radial dimensions. The
measured ratio of 3 to 1, compared to the 2 to 1 ratio ob-

served by x-rays for a single crystal, is accounted for by
the nature of the ceramic material which does not join up
for all grains. This does not prevent the ceramic from

increasing in thickness but does cut down the radial con-

traction.
Experimental measurements of the electrostrictive

eSect are given, and it is shown that the displacement is

proportional to the square or products of the electric dis-

placements in the ceramic.

I. INTRODUCTION large and are of considerable interest. The
thickness expansion is about as large as can be
obtained by the direct piezoelectric effect in

rochelle salt and is somewhat larger than can be
obtained with magnetostrictive materials. Fur-
thermore, the variations of the properties of
barium titanate with temperature are not nearly
as large as for rochelle salt. Hence such materials

may be of use for various types of transducers.
If the alternating variations are small compared
to the d.c. polarization, a remanent polarization
is sufficient to keep the device operative. How-

ever, for the largest displacements or voltages,
the remanent polarization may become dis-

charged and it is necessary to put on a steady
d.c. biasing voltage to make the device operative.

HEN an electric field or electric displace-
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~
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ment is applied or generated in a solid
dielectric, a change in shape occurs which is
proportional to the square of the voltage or
electrical displacement. Electrostrictive effects
are usually very feeble compared to first-order
piezoelectric effects that occur in many crystal-
line materials. However, in the case of the
ferro-electric materials rochelle salt and barium
titanate, electrostrictive effects" may be quite

i In the present paper, a strain that is proportional to
the square or product of two fields or electric displacements
is called an electrostrictive strain. This is contrary in some
cases to a usage started by Mueller, who calls the square
term a "quadratic piezoelectric eiTect" when it depends on
a strain caused by a spontaneous polarization or an applied
field acting on a piezoelectric constant. On this definition
the strain m rochelle salt that is proportional to the square
of the electric displacement wou1d be a "quadratic piezo-
electric effect" because it depends on the orthorhombic
crystal becoming monoclinic in the ferro-electric region a
generating new piezoelectric constants which give a stra
proportional to the spontaneous polarization times t
applied electric displacement. The electrostrictive effect
barium titanate is not of this type (see reference 2) and
in every way the analog of a magnetostrictive e8ect in
ferromagnetic material.

~ W. P. Mason, Phys. Rev. V3, 1398 (1948}.

II. METHODS FOR MEASUMNG THE FUNDA-
MENTAL CONSTANTS

nd
%hen a constant voltage bias is applied to a

multicrystalline barium titanate ceramic, an
in
is alternating voltage can excite resonances in the

ceramic. There are four effects that have been
measured. These are a radial vibration of a disk
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of the material, ' a length vibration of a bar cut
from such a disk, a thickness vibration in the
direction of the applied 6eld, ' and a thickness
shear mode. s The hrst three motions are excited
when the d.c. 6eld is applied in the same direc-
tion as the a.c. field, while the fourth is excited
when the d.c. polarization is at right angles to
the a.c. 6eld. Since, if there are two sets of plates
at right angles to each other, the a.c. field cannot
be made uniform through its direction of
application, this mode has to be excited by
exciting a remanent polarization by the d.c.
field and then taking o6 the plating in this
direction. In fact for all of these modes the d.c.
biasing voltage can be applied and then taken oB
and the device will still operate by means of the
remanent polarization.

A typical method for measuring such reso-
nances is shown by Fig. i. Here a source of high
voltage, such as a high voltage transformer and
rectifying tube, with the output connected
through high resistances, is put directly on the
ceramic piece, while the a.c. voltage is applied
through two 4-microfarad condensers in series.
At the resonant frequencies of the ceramic, which
are usually above i00 kilocycles, the impedances
of the condensers are less than i ohm while the
shunt impedance of the high voltage source
being i0 megohms is much higher than the im-
pedance of the ceramic. Hence by this method
one obtains a measure of the electrical im-
pedance of the ceramic and can determine the
eGect of putting a high electrical bias on it.

If one measures the impedance of a freshly
made ceramic on which no electrical bias has
been placed, the impedance is that of a con-
denser and no resonances can be excited. How-
ever, if one puts a bias of 30,000 volts per cen-
timeter on the ceramic disk of the material, for
example, having the dimensions

radius @=2.5 cm; thickness I=0.025 cm, (1)

Fig. 2 shows a measurement of the resonant and
antiresonant frequencies as a function of the
applied voltage, as the voltage bias is decreased
to —30,000 volts per cm. Upon reversing the

~ Shepard Roberts, Phys. Rev. V1, 890—895 {1947).
4 W. P. Mason, Phys. Rev. 7'2, 869 (1947).
~W. L. Cherry, Jr. and Robert Adler, Phys. Rev. '72,

981 (1947).
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FIG. 1. Measuring circuit for studying resonances and
electromechanical coupling factors in barium titanate
ceramics.
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FIG. 2. Resonant and antiresonant frequencies as a
function of the biasing voltage for a disk 5 centimeters in
diameter.

direction of the bias the ascending curves shown
are obtained. It is obvious that we are dealing
with a hysteretic material for which the previous
history determines the response. Since the elec-
tric displacement follows a similar hysteresis
curve when plotted against the voltage, it is
obvious that the response is determined by the
electric displacement rather than the electric
held. When the 6eld is reduced to zero a polariza-
tion remains and this determines the resonant
and antiresonant frequencies of the material.

From the data of Fig. 2 and the measured
dielectric constant shown by Fig. 3, one can
calculate the electromechanical coupling (which
determines the percentage of energy stored in
mechanical form to the total input electrical
energy), the electrostrictive constant, and the
value of the elastic constant controlling the
radial vibrations. The method for deriving the
fundamental elastic, electrostrictive, and electro-
mechanical coupling constants for radial vibra-
tions is discussed in the appendix. It is shown
that the resonant frequency for a material having
a Poisson's ratio 0.27, which is near that for
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Fro. 3. Dielectric constant at room temperature as a func-
tion of the biasing voltage.

barium titanate, is given by the equation

2.03 p F,

2IrCI (p(1 —o')3
(2)

af RP —(1—o')k2=- +.. . (3)

For 0.=0.27, the value of the factor multiplying
hf/fs is equal to 2.51. Hence from the data of
Fig. 2, the electromechanical coupling factor can
be calculated and is shown plotted by Fig. 4. It
follows a regular hysteresis loop, indicating that
the remanent polarization is annulled when the
voltage gradient is about 7500 volts per cm
negative. For a smaller initial polarizing field,
the coercive field is less.

These results indicate that for an applied d.c.
voltage, since the strain is proportional to the
square of the electric displacement, if we plot
it against the field, the characteristic butterfly
loop of a hysteretic material will result as shown

by Fig. 5. Actual d.c. measurements with a

where u is the radius, Yp=Young's modulus,
p=density, and 0-Poisson's ratio. In the disk
whose data are given by Fig. 2, a = 2.5 cm, p =5.5,
and cr =0.27. Hence the value of Young's
modulus for zero biasing field is 1.12 )(10"
dyne/cm'. The value of Young's modulus is
increased slightly with bias, being 1.18)&10"at
30,000 volts per centimeter.

It is shown in the appendix that the electro-
mechanical coupling factor k is determined in
terms of the separation of resonance and anti-
resonance frequency, Af, the resonant frequency
fs, the fIrst root R, of the frequency determining
equation, i.e., Ri =2.03, and the value of Pois-
son's ratio by the equation

X=5.2X10"dynes/cm'
II=4.5X10"dynes/cm'

and from these the values of Poisson's ratio is

o =lI/2(lI, +p) =0.27

(7)

as quoted above.
To obtain the thickness shear mode, one has

to polarize the ceramic in one direction and then
remove the plating. An a.c. field perpendicular
to this will generate a thickness shear mode with
a coupling shown by the single point of Fig. 4.
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Fio. 4. Electromechanical coupling factors for four
modes of motion.

bimorph unit with the field applied to only one
side give values which follow this type of curve
very well. The calculated constant: comes very
close to that measured by a.c. measurements as
discussed in the next section.

Similar a.c. measurements have been made for
the thickness longitudinal mode, the thickness
shear mode, and the longitudinal length mode,
and the coupling factors are shown plotted by
Fig. 4. The frequency constant for the longi-
tudinal thickness mode for a zero bias is 2550
kilocycle-millimeters. From this one obtains the
elastic constant from the formula

f= (1/») ((lI+2p)/p7'

(lI, +2II) = 1.42 X10"dynes/cm'.

This and the value of Young's modulus

7'o= 1 13X10' dynes/cm
=p(3~+2')/(~+ p) (6)

allow one to solve for the two Lame' elastic con-
stants. These are
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dD~ $, /=1, 2, 3
dU=T;;dS;;+E +TdS, (9)

4x m=1, 2, 3

where T;; are the six stress components, 5;; the
six strain components, E the fields, and D the
electric displacements, T the absolute tempera-
ture, and 5 the entropy. The strain components
are defined in the usual tensor form

1 )Bu; Buj&
S;;=-( '+

2&Bxj Bxl' (10)

where u; are the displacements along the x; axes.
In order to avoid using the factor 1/4Ir, we made
the substitution

b„=D /4'.
is then measured in statcoulombs per square

centimeter.
For the present purpose, since we are going to

take T;;, b, and 5 as the fundamental variables,
we introduce a potential H~, called the elastic
enthalpy, defined by the equation

III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL THEORY OP ELECTRO-
STRICTXVE EFFECT IN BARIUM TITANATE

CERAMICS

Since in a barium titanate ceramic any crystal
symmetry is lost by the distribution of crystal
axes in all directions, any First-order piezoelectric
eBects are annulled and all the modes of motion
must be due to second-order electrostrictive
effects. In the experiments of Section II it was
shown that the electromechanical coupling was
determined by the electric displacement rather
than the electric field, so that we take as the
independent variable the stresses and the electric
displacements. All the measurements were made
under adiabatic conditions so that all constants
can be considered as adiabatic.

In terms of a tensor notation the internal
energy residing in the body can be expressed in
the form

0
F ICI.O STRCNGTH

FIG. 5. Strain field relations.

Since for adiabatic conditions 5 does not vary,
the dependent variables of interest, 5;; and E,
can be written in the form

S',(TII, b.); E (TII, b.). (15)

BSg B5;; 1 B 5;;
Ss&= dT~t+ dies+ — dTa~dT«

BTg~ B5+ 2 . BTg~BTq&

B'5;; B'5;;
+2 de)db„+ db do. +

BTggBS„BS„BB,
BE BE 1 BE

d TI I+ db +— d Tiid T„
BTgg B8„2!.BTg, (BTq„

B'E B Enb
+2 dTI, Idb„+ db„db, + . (16)

B4B~o

For the present purpose some of these partial
derivates can be set equal to zero. Since there is
no direct piezoelectric efkct on account of the
uniform distribution of the crystals in all direc-
tions

BS,, B'Hg B'Hg
=0. (17)

BB„BT;; BT;;BB„BT;;

Expanding these functions about the position
of zero strain and zero electric field, we have up
to second-order terms

Hg= U —S"T"

de= —S;;dTg+E db +TdS,

SIj= BHi/8Tgg ', E~ =BHi/8 b~ ',

T=BHi/BS.

(12)

(13)

(14)

Furthermore the ceramic can be described as
soft electrically but not mechanicalky. Hence not
much change in the elastic constants with stress
will occur and 8'S;;/BTI, IBT„=O. There is a
slight change of elastic constants with electric
displacement as shown by Fig. 2, but it is small
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TABLE I. Terms not ruled out by symmetry in the isotropic case.

Sting

Sl 1 Ql 111
S12 0
S21 0

S13
S22 Q1122

0

0
S, 0
S33 Q1122

0 0
Ql 111 Q1122 Ql 111 Q1122
Q1111 Q1122 Q1111 Q1122

Qllil Q1122
0

Qllil Q1122

Q1122
0
0

0
Ql ill

0

0
0

Q1122

Qllll Q1122
0

Qllll Q1122

Qllll Q1122
Qllll Q1122

0

Q1122
0
0

0
Q1122

0

Q„„—Q„O
Qllll Q1122

0 Qll I 1

and is neglected here. Hence we can set

O'S;j

BE
=0. (18)

BT;jBTq~

O'S;j

BS„B8, BB„BS,BT;j BT;jBS„BB,

= 2Qv - (19)
BTsjB5~

BSE
=0

The two remaining first-order derivatives of
Eq. (16) determine the elastic compliances and
dielectric impermeabilities according to the
equations

BS;j= s+gp),' —pr
BB„

(20)

where s jI, ( are the elastic compliance constants
measured at constant electric displacement and

P are the dielectric "impermeability" con-
stants (inverse of dielectric constants) measured

This leaves only three second-order partial
derivatives, two of which are related, and these
we designate as

at constant stress. For the most general case
there are 21 components of s;jI,~ and 6 of the
impermeability constants. For the isotropic case
considered here, symmetry conditions insure that
there are only two elastic compliances and one
dielectric impermeability. For the most general
case there are 36 components of the electro-
strictive tensor Q;; „,and 27 for the correction
0 „,to the dielectric constant. For the isotropic
condition, the o8 diagonal term of the type

O'Sl)
1122

Bb2'

B Sp2
Q22ii =

BbP
(21)

are obviously equal since the expansion along x&

for an electric field along x2 is equal to an ex-
pansion along x2 for a field along x~. Hence the
tensor is symmetrical and has the same number
of components as the fourth rank elastic com-
pliance tensor s jI,) For the isotropic case sym-
metry rules out all terms except those shown by
Table I. The terms on the left are the strains
generated by the products of the electric dis-
placements shown by the top column. Since
S;j=Sj; and 8;bj = b, b;, three columns and three
rows are redundant. The fourth rank tensor for
the elastic compliances will have the same terms
with Q&qqq replaced by s»» and Q&zmq replaced by
s»». For the top variable line bjm is replaced by
T», bi&2 by T», etc.

To simplify the method of writing these
equations, the usual one-index matrix symbols
are used for the stresses and strains and the
usual two-index compliance, electrostrictive, and
impermeability constants are used; the electro-
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strictive equations become

+1 Sll Tl+$12 (T2+ Ts) +Qllbl +Qls[b2 + bs ]
&2 =$12 [Tl+Ts]+$1PTs+ Qllbss+ Qls[bls+ bs']

58 Sls [Tl+T2]+$11 T3+Qllb3 +Q12[bl + bs ]
S6

~12 ($11 $12 )Ts+ (Ql1 Q12) blb2
2

Sg
518 = ($11 $12 )Ts+ (Ql1 Q12) blbs

2
(22)

54
+23 ($11 $12 )T4+ (Qll Q12) b2b3

2

&I= bl[40rpllr+Ollbl] —2[Q11[blT1+bsTs+ bsTs]+Q12[bl(T2+ Ts) (Tsbs+ Tsbs)]]

Z, = b,[4 P„'+O„b,] 2[Q„[b—,T,+b,T,+b,T,]+Q„[b,(T,+T,) —(b, T,+b,T,)]]
+8 bs[4&pll +Ollbs] —2[Qll[bsT3+ blT8+ b2T4]+Q12[bs(T1+ T2) ('51Ts+ bsT4) ]]

%=$11 Tl+Qlsbs",
&8 = bs[42rpll +O»bs] 2QlsbsT1— (23)

In this equation an extra term Oi~ has been
added to represent the decrease in dielectric con-
stant with applied field, which as shown by Fig. 3
is considerable. ' Over a temperature range, the
complex dielectric constant varies' as shown by
Fig. 6. The equations for the various modes can
be derived from Eqs. (22).

The simplest mode to consider is a longitudinal
mode for a long thin bar generated by a field

perpendicular to the length. If we take the
thickness as lying along s while the length is
along x, the equations reduce to

used in solving piezoelectric crystals, we have to
express the stress T~ in terms of the strain S& and
field 83. By eliminating b3 the alternating part
of the electric displacement from the last
equation and substituting in the first part of
Fqs. (24) we have

2Q12»0E8

Sll (4&P11 +Ollbss)$11

E3
— —+

44rpll +Oil»0 811 [48rpl 1 +Ollbss]

$1——sll Tl+ Qls[2bsobs];
Es bs[40rp1 sr+ 01lbs——s]—2QlsbssT1.

(24)

To reduce this equation to the standard form'

For the case of interest here b~ consists of a part
830 due to an applied field or a remanent polariza-
tion plus an alternating component due to an
applied a.c. voltage. As far as the alternating
components go we can write these two equations
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~ This measurement was made by Gordon Danielson of
the Bell Telephone Laboratories.' A. Von Hippel, R. G. Breckinridge, F.G. Chesley, and
Lazlo Tisza, Ind. Eng. Chem. 38, 1097 (1946).

See, for example, W. P. Mason, Phys. Rev. 70, 705
(1946).
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FIG. 6. Dielectric constant for zero bias as a function of the
temperature.
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where

slP =slls(1 —ko] where 02=

function of voltage is given in Fig. 3. Hence one
can calculate the value of Q12, and the value is
approximately

[42rpll +Oil»0]sll
Qu = —2.15X 10 "in c.g.s. units.

4 i2'»o'
42rpl1 +Ol 1»0 42rpl1 +Oll»0

S11

= (42rpll +011»0)(1—k').

Substituting the last relation in the last of Eqs.
(25), the two equations become

2Q12»A'2

Sll (42rpll +Oll»0)S11

Ee 2Qu»OS1
bo= + . (26)

47I'p11 +O11»0 sll [4&p11 +Oll»0]

These have the same form as the piezoelectric
equations (37) of reference (8), and hence the
same considerations exist if we set the equivalent
piezoelectric constant equal to

The negative sign is obtained from expansion
measurements which show that the bar contracts
in length when a voltage is applied normal to the
length.

The same constant Q12 drives the radial mode
of a disk, but since this requires a transformation
to cylindrical coordinates, the equations are dis-
cussed in the appendix. It is there shown that
the coupling is (2/(1 lr)) &—times as large as that
for the longitudinal mode. This agrees well with
the experimental curve of Fig. 4.

The coupling for the thickness mode is also
shown by Fig. 4. The effective piezoelectric con-
stant for a thickness mode can be evaluated from
Eq. (22) by setting Sl ——S2 ——0, since no sidewise
motion occurs, and solving for T3 and 63 in terms
of S3 and E3. The resulting equations are

2Qu»0
dai =

42rpll +011»0

T3=S3cgg
(2&)

2»0[Q11 (2s12 /sll +s12 )Q12]cll

This can be evaluated as in the piezoelectric case
by measuring the resonant and antiresonant
frequencies of the device, the dielectric constant,
and the density. The coupling is given by Eq.
(50) of reference (8).

or2 hf (4—or2) Df
ho= ——1+ ~ ~ ~

4 fs 4 fs

42I'Pll +Oll»0

83=
42rPu" +On»o

2cll LQ11—(2slo /sll +su )Qu]»OSO

L«pll +On»o]
where

(30)

while the piezoelectric constant is given by c11

or

2Q12»0 (
42rpll +Oll»0 ~42rpll +Oil»0~

Q12 (sll (4&p11 +Oil»0))
2»o

(29) and

1 k2

4»0 LQ11 (2s12 Q12/slP+s12 )]clP

42rpll +O11»0

42rpll +Oil»0 (42rpll +Oil»0)(1 ~ )
Measurements have been made for the coupling
of a long thin bar as a function of the applied
voltage, and the results are shown by Fig. 4. The
frequency constant for such a bar is 2.28)&10'
kc cm. With a density of 5.5 this corresponds to a
compliance constant (inverse of Young's modu-
lus) of 0.88X10 ".The dielectric constant as a

Hence the equivalent piezoelectric constant for
this case is

2LQ, —(2s p/s +s, )Q„]bo,
d 22' = . (31)

4&p 11 +Oll»0

From the coupling measurements of Fig. 4 one
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finds that where

2S12
Qll — — Q12=5 3&&10 ".

$11 +$12
(32)

Cll —C12 (C11 C12
p~ =

~
((1—k2);

2 & 2 )

Since s11 and s12 are given in terms of the c elastic
constants by

4(Q11—Q12)'»ov
k2=

4~P11 +011»o

C11+C12 X+@,

Cll(C11+C12) —2C12 P(3&+2y)

—C12

Cll(Cll+C12) 2C12 2F(3K+2+)

(33)

we have from the Lame elastic constants of Eq.
(7)

sll ——0.88)(10 ' ' s12= —0.236)(10 ' (34)

Hence the value of Qll becomes

Qll =+6.9X10 " (35)

which is of opposite sign and about 3 times as
lalge as Q12

The fourth mode of motion that can be gener-
ated in a rectangular bar is the thickness shear
mode which occurs when the alternating voltage
is applied at right angles to the d.c. electric dis-
placement. This mode was tested by taking a bar
5 cm long, 0.5 cm wide, and 0.25 cm thick, ap-
plying a voltage of 30,000 volts per cm and
using the remanent polarization generated for
this case. Since it is dificult to establish an
electric displacement along the 0.5-cm direction
with plates normal to the large faces, these were
dissolved off and the a.c. field applied along the
width (0.5-cm direction). The frequency of the
measured resonance was 566 kilocycles, which
agrees well with the shear elastic constant of Eq.
(7). The coupling for the shear mode is higher
than that for the thickness longitudinal mode.
This is what one expects from Eqs. (22), sixth
equation, from which one obtains the equation
for a shear mode

Inserting the values given previously for Qll,
Q12, p, and»0 (i.e. , a remanent polarization equal
to 0.85 times that for a 30,000-volt/cm field), one
obtains a coupling of 48 percent which agrees
well with experiment. Hence the phenomeno-
logical theory accounts quantitatively for all the
modes of motion observed, and allows one to
measure the electrostrictive, elastic, and dielectric
constants pertaining to the ceramic.

IV. THEORETICAL EXPLANATION OF EFFECT

The ratio of about 2 to i between the thickness
eA'ect, and the fact that the radial eEect is a con-
traction, allows one to obtain a mechanism for
this effect. Barium titanate above i20'C has a
cubic structure, having the form shown by Fig. 7.
Here eight barium atoms form the corners of the
cube. Since each barium atom is shared between
eight adjacent cells, this gives a total of one
barium atom per cell. Six oxygen atoms occupy
the face-centered position on the six sides, and
since each is shared between two adjacent cells,
this represents a total of three oxygen atoms per
cell. Since the titanium atom is much smaller
than the other atoms, it is relatively free to move
between them.

As the temperature is lowered below f20'C,
the titanium atom moves from the center to one
of the six positions near the six oxygen atoms.
Since the cell was neutral when the titanium was
in the center, a dipole moment is introduced by

2(Q11—Q12)»ops
'r4 = 54p, B2,

4&411 +011»0

~2 2(Q11 Q12)»OP
S4,

4~P11 +011»0 4~P11 +011»0

(36)
O- EARlvM ~ -oxYGKN - TTTANIUM

UNIT CELL jOR BARlVM T1TAt4ATE 45QYE 220 C

FIG. 7. Unit ce11 for barium titanate above 120'C.
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DATA ON VNIT CELL AXES OF 9ARIVM TITANATE AS A
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FIG. 8. Unit cell dimensions as a function of the
temperature.

the motion of the titanium and the cell acquires
a permanent dipole; the domain in which the
cell is situated becomes ferro-electric.

When the crystal becomes ferro-electric, the
cubic form is lost and the crystal becomes tetra-
gonal with the axis in the direction of the tita-
nium motion 1 percent longer than the other two
axes. Figure 8 shows the cell dimensions as a
function of temperature, as determined by Miss
McGaw. ' Along the ferro-electric axis the cell
dimension increases from 4.0A to 4.026A, at
room temperature, while the other two axes
decrease from 4.0A to 3.86A. The total volume
of the unit cell remains unchanged for the
crystal, but the axial ratio has changed to j..01.

For a polycrystalline material the dominant
mechanism for producing the electrostrictive
effect is the following. As the ceramic material is
prepared, all domains (which can exist below
120'C) are equally distributed in all directions
and no residual polarization can occur. The effect
of a large d.c. field is to change the direction of
polarity so that more domains are lined up in
the direction of the field rather than in other
directions. This change in the direction of a
domain occurs not by physically changing the
orientation but rather in changing the direction
of the ferro-electric axis from one of the six
oxygens to another of the six. When the field is

' H. D. McGaw, Proc. Roy. Soc. 189, 261—283 (April,
1947).

taken off, the local field caused by the lining up
of the domains remains and is su%.cient to keep
a large share of the domains lined up. Now when
domains are lined up in the direction of the field,
the plate expands in this direction by 2 percent
times the percentage of domains whose direction
of polarization is changed. At the same time the
radial dimensions contract. For the crystal, x-ray
measurements show that the sidewise contrac-
tion is half as much as the thickness expansion.
However, for the ceramic, since —Q~2/Q~~
=2.15/6.9=0.31, the amount of sidewise con-
traction is less and a volume electrostrictive
efFect exists. This is probably due to the fact
that the crystal domains are not bonded at all
points, and a contraction of domains can occur
without causing a corresponding contraction in
the body, whereas an expansion along the c axis
carries the material with it whether it is bonded
at all points or not. The two effects—the thickness
effect and the radial effect—are both of a con-
siderable magnitude.

When a small a.c. field is applied in the
presence of a d.c. field or remanent polarization,
the following process probably occurs. The a.c.
field in itself is too small to reverse any complete
domain, but it can cause molecules on the
common planes of difFerently directed domains to
change from one domain to another and hence
cause one domain to grow at the expense of
other domains. If the a.c. field is opposed to the
d.c. field, some molecules of the domains directed
along the thickness will be lost to other domains
directed in different directions and the crystal
will become thinner. When the a.c. field is added
to the d.c. field, these molecules and more too
will be directed in the direction of the field and
the plate becomes thicker. Since the change in
molecule direction will, in general, lag the applied
field, a large dielectric hysteresis occurs just as
for rochelle salt, and the mechanical resonances
have a poor Q. The radial vibration is accounted
for by the contraction of the domains in direc-
tions perpendicular to the ferro-electric axis, and
this process should generate a radial motion
about half as large as the thickness motion,
which agrees with experiment.

The value of the total increase in thickness,
about 5 to 7 parts in 104 for 30,000 volts per cm
applied gives a method for estimating the
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number of domains lined up by the d.c. field.
Since the plate could expand by -', percent if all
the domains were lined up, the percent lined up is

terms of the x, y, z rectangular coordinates

r'=x'+y', tan8=y/x; s=s. (38)

5 to 7X10 4

6 6X10 ' =7.6 to 10.6 percent (37)

The direction cosines between the r, 8, and z
directions and the x, y, and z directions are then

over the average value for an isotropic condition.

APPENDIX

r cos8 s1n8 0
8 —sin 8 cos8 0
z 0 0 1

(39)

Equation for an Electrostrictive Material in
Cylindrical Coordinates

To obtain the equations of motion for a
cylindrical plate, Eqs. (22) for rectangular co-
ordinates have to be transformed to cylindrical
coordinates. In cylindrical coordinates the vari-
ables are the radius vector r, the angle 8, and the
dimension along the cylinder designated by z. In

Making use of the formula for the transformation
of a tensor from one coordinate system to another,

Bxg Bxb
Te, b = Tkl)

Bxl, BXl
(40)

letting a, b refer to r, 8, and z and noting that
Bx,/8xq are the direction cosines of Eq. (39), the
stress tensor becomes in cylindrical coordinates

T„=cos'8 T~~+2 sin8 cos8 Tom+sin'8 T2~,

Tq) = sin'8 T~~ —2 sin8 cos8 T$2+cos 8 T2I,
T,a = sin 8 cos8 LT~2 —T~~]+ t

cos'8 —sin'8] T~2,

T„,=cos8 T&3+sin8 T»,
Tg, ———sin8 T13+cos8 T»,
TiM T33

(41)

The strain tensor transforms in a similar manner.
Conversely, the rectangular stress and strain components are related to the cylindrical components

by equations of the type
Bxs Bxp

S;,= Sb,
BX~ Bxb

(42)

S1~= cos'8 S„—2 sin8 cos8 S„g+sin'8 Syg,

S22 = sin'8 S,„+2 sin8 cos8 S,g+ cos 8 Syg,

533=5„,
S~~ = sin 8 cos8 (S„—Sgg)+ (cos'8 —sin'8) S„g,
S].3 =cos8 S)g sln8 Sigz)

S~3 ——sin8 S„,+cos8 Sa..

(43)

In solving the equations of motion it is necessary to know the values of the strains in terms of the
displacements in the r, 8, and z directions. Denoting these by

Qr) Qg) and Qs)

Love' has shown that the strain components are given by

BQ„1BQy Q„
Ssa =— +—;

Br r 88 r
(45)

BQy Qg 1 BQ, BQ„BQ, 1 BQ, BQg
S.ft = ——+—;S-= +; Ss.=— +

Br r r 88 Bz Br r 88 Bz

"Love, Theory of E4stk'Qy (Cambridge University Press, London, 1934), fourth edition, p. 56.
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The other necessary equations are the Newton's law equations transformed into cylindrical coor-
dinates. From Love's" Theory of E/asticity, these are

pg*„=

PQy =
&Try 1 &Tgg &Tag 2Trg

+— + +
Br r 88 az r

aT„„1aTr8 aT„g f T„„T—221
+ -+ +i

ar r aa as E r

(46)

pQg =
BT„1BTy BT T„

+ -+ +
Br r 88 Bs r

These equations give enough relations to solve the case of the electrostrictive disk of barium

titanate in radial vibration. Equations (22) give the electrostrictive and elastic equations in rec-

tangular coordinates. Transferring these to cylindrical coordinates by means of the tensor relations
of Eqs. (41) and (43), we find

S. =$11 Tr.+$12 (Tee+Tgg)+Qll&'+Q12[V+bg ],
S22= ,$2[T,„+T„,]+$11 Te2+Q 1(2& 'r+bg')+Qll&2',
Sgg=$11 T„+$12 [Trr+T22]+Qllbg'+Q12[br'+b2'],
Srs ($11 $12 ) Trg+ (Qll Q12) brag)

S,8 = ($11 —$12 )Tr2+ (Qll —Q12) W8,
S8g ($11 $12 )T8g+ (Ql 1 Q12) b2as

where b„, by, b, are the electric displacements divided by 4~ for the r, 8, and s directions. The electric
relations become

~r = &,[4~Pl1'+Oil br] 2[Q11(~r—Trr+ beTre+ &g Trg) +Q12[br(T22+ T,) —(&2Trs+ &gT-)]],
Ze = Be[42rpllr+Ol lac] 2[Q11(beT—22+ B,Tre+ b, Tag)+Q12[be(T„„+T„)—(B„T„2+b,Te,)]], (48)
+g bg[42rP11 +Ollag] 2 [Ql1(asTgg+ br Trg+ b2T8g) +Q12[bg(Trr+ T88) (br Trg+ b8 T8g) ]].

For the radially vibrating disk

and we have also
T8s Tr8

(49)

Ke assume that the thickness along s is very
small compared to the wave-length. Since the
stresses on the surface are zero and the thickness
very small, we can set

T„=T„=O. (5&)

These are the same assumptions as those made
for a longitudinal long thin bar discussed in

Eqs. (23) to (29) and hence the results are com-
parable. Since a field is applied only along the s
direction, b„= bg =0. The remaining equations
then become

Srr $11 T«+$12 T88+ Q128g

S88 = $12 Trr+ $11 T22+Q128g q (52)
Eg = bg[42rpl 1 +011b.] 2Q22ag[Tr, +T22]. —

» See reference 10, p. 90.

To insert in the equation of motion (46) we need
to have the stresses expressed in terms of the
strains, and for the electrical boundary condi-
tions it is better to use the fields rather than the
electric displacements. Furthermore, for small

alternating fields superposed on a large d.c.
electric displacement, which may be caused by
an applied field or a remanent. polarization, we

can replace b, by

b, = bzp+ b,e'"', (53)

where bgo is the steady electric displacement if a
field is appIied or the remanent polarization Po
if the field is taken oB. Then solving these three
equations simultaneously, the alternating com-

ponents of stress, strain, and displacement are
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given by the equations

Sll
'1„„= S„,—

g2 gS-Sll S12

Slo

Sll —S12

2Q125zpE,
1

(42rPl1 +Oll~zo) ($11 +$12 )

where

SllTee=, , See-
S11 —$12

2Q128zp
+ I

T'-+ T'ss],
42rP11 +Oll~zp 42rP11 +Oll~zp

2Q125zpE,
S

g& g2 t

-$11 $12 — (42rPll +0118zp) (sll +$12 )
(54)

S11

Sll
~ s g

12
1 —k'

4Q12'bzp'
k2=

$11 (42rpll +Ollbzp)$11
k)2

S12

ki is the electromechanical coupling factor for a longitudinal mode given by Eq. (25). We note that
since 1/sll = Fp, the Young's modulus, and —s12 /$11 =0, the Poisson ratio, that the first two
equations of (54) can be simplified to

tr Yps y 2Q128zpZ. Fps
[I S„+.Ses]—

E1—a') (42rpll +Ollbzp) (1—0)

P &0'& 2Qip~z&z l'0
&es =

] I E~es+sr~„]
4 1 —1123 (42rPil +Oil&zp) (1—0)

(55)

Now noting that since the plating on the surface is an equipotential surface, 8, is not a function of r,
then when Eqs. (55) are inserted in the equation of motion, (46), and the relations for a radial motion

S„=

are used, the equation of motion becomes

BQ„N
See =-

Br r
(56)

Fog 82u„ 1 Bu„n„82u„
+ =p = cp psez ~

$ —02 gr2 r gr r2 dP
(57)

The last term results for simple harmonic motion.
Since this is a Bessel's equation of the first order, a solution is

g
ss, =A Jl( —(, where v=

(p) (1—~') p
(58)

No Bessel's function of the second kind is required since the displacement N„vanishes at the center
of the disk. At the boundary when r =a the radius of the disk, the stress T„,=O. From (55) we have

Hence

0=
YpsA 01 (cpa) (1—0) Jl(lpa/v)

1—cr2 v Eve S

2Q12~*A.&os

(42rP „+Oil bzo) (1—0')
(59)

2Q12&zoic, (1+0.)

t'cpa ) (1 o)Ji((pa/v)—
[42rPii +Oil&*0] —&0( —~—(v) a

(60)
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From this data we can evaluate the stresses l,„and Tyg as

2Q12bzp I'psE,

(42I pll +Ou8zp) (1 o)

(ppr ) (1 —o)Jl(0&r/V)
'

v Ev) r

( a) (1 —)J ( a/v)

.v Ev) 6
(61)

2Q12bzpE. Ypo

(42rpily+ 011hzp) (1—o) (ola) (1 o)—Jl( ppa/v)

, v Ev) a

The next step in the solution is to obtain the electrical impedance by a.c. methods. This can be
obtained by substituting the values of T and T00 in the last of Eqs. (54) and integrating over the
surface of the crystal. Since the value of b, at the surface is equal to the surface charge this will

evaluate the total charge Q and we have

~2m ~a Q ~@2 2Q $ ~2z ~a

Q=, i dg g,ydy= + de y[T„„+T00)dy.
4 0 4 0 (42ypll +0118zp) (42rp11 +Ollhzp) 4 0 0

(62)

Introducing the value of T„, and T00 from Eq. (61) this integral becomes

8Q128zp Ypv
1— 1—

(42rpll +011&zp) (42ypll +Ollbzp)(1 —o)

M

(1+o) r Jp(&ur/v)dr—

(&0 (1—o)
a'I - J(p~ a/)vI —

I Jl(~a/v) I

Ev a ) )

~ (63)

Performing the integration and employing the substitution

8Q1228002 Yps 1
1—

(42ypll +Ollbzp) - (42ypll +Oll~zp)(1 o)- 42yp11 +Ollbzp
(64)

where P1Po is the radially clamped impermeability constant, i.e. , the impermeability when the plate
is prevented from moving radially, we have

E,~a2 k2 (1+o)Jl(cpa/v)
1+

(42rp11 +011800)- (1 k ) (lpa/v) Jp(ola/v) (1 o)Jl(Cpa/v)—
(65)

where the coe&cient of coupling for a radial mode becomes

8Q1228002 Yps
k„'=

(42rP„r+ O„bzp) (1 o)— (66)

Comparing this with the longitudinal mode, given by Eq. (25), we see that the radial mode has a
higher coupling by the factor

(2/1 —o) &. (6&)

Since the admittance of the plate is equal to the current into the plate divided by the voltage across
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the plate, and for simple harmonic motion

i =dQ/dt =j(»Q,

the impedance of the electrostrictive plate is given by

(1+»)Ji(ua/v)1 i k'
1+

Z 8 (4jlP)Pv+Onl*o)lc- 1 —k' ((»a/v) Jo((»a/v) —(1—») J&((»alv).

(68)

(69)

The resonant frequency occurs when

((»((/v) Jo((»a/v) —(1—») J~((»a/v) =0. (70)

For a value of 0=0.27 found from the elastic
measurements, this equation has the lowest root

(aa/v) =2.03=RE. (71)

Hence the frequency is given by the equation

fs = (2.03/2va)( Yos/p(1 —(r2)) & (72)

The antiresonant frequency occurs when the
expression in brackets in Eq. (69) reduces to
zero. This occurs at a frequency somewhat above
the resonant frequency. To determine the fre-
quency separation hf, between resonance and
antiresonance, we develop the function Jo((»a/v)
and J&((»a/v) in a MacLaurin's series about the
root R~. This gives

8
Jo((»~/v) =Jo(%)+ [Jo(~((/v—)j(~(.) -z,&f+

Hence solving for the coupling factor k', we find
to a first approximation

hf RP (1——»')
k2=— (75)

For cr=0.27 the value of the factor multiplying
hf/fs is equal to 2.51. Comparing this to the
factor for a longitudinal crystal given by Eq.
(28), which is ~'/4 =2.47, it is seen that the same
equations are very nearly applicable. By using
Eq. (75) the coupling can be evaluated by
measuring the separation of resonant and anti-
resonant frequencies and the frequency fs The.
resonant frequency and the density give the
elastic constant by employing Eq. (72). From the
measured value of k„, the measured value of the
dielectric constant, which is the inverse of

2X'8
= Jp(R)) — Jg(Rg) Af+

2' 6
= Jg(Rg) + — Jo(Rg)—

J&(R&)
Af+

R

8
A(~((/v) =Ji(Ri)+ L~~(~&—/v) j( (.) »~f+=

(73)

7

Oggbzp

P11 +
4m

one can determine Q»8~0 from Eq. (66).By taking
a known value of field for which &~i has been
measured, bzo is determined by the equation

Inserting these values in Eq. (69) and setting
the numerator equal to zero, the frequency
separation hf becomes

Df (k'/(1 —k')) (1+»)

fs RP —(1—» ~)

(4v)Pgg +Oulisp) 4v

By observing how the coupling varies around a

(74) hysteresis loop, one can evaluate the remanent
polarization.


